Results with 45 o cosine Gabors
• Changing spatial frequency (but not the Gaussian window) changed the relative capabilities in the upper and lower visual fields • As a rule, performance in the UVF was relatively better for low spatial frequencies; this was mainly because the LVF showed more improvement for moderately high frequencies • Performance in both fields declined at the highest frequencies, even though the stimuli were visible • Differential effect of spatial frequencies can be seen in parabolic fits to the data (Figure 2 ) or by linear regression (inset). Similar for Subject 2.
z-scores were used in place of raw percentages so that cumulative normal functions would plot as straight lines. z-scores were derived from fraction correct (3AFC) by Change in size seems to cause a shift in sensitivity for each field. Results with sine phase Gabors
• Performance in both fields declined at the highest and the lowest frequencies • As with cosine phase, performance in the UVF was better (relative to LVF) for low spatial frequencies • Examples are shown for two subjects in 
